
\TAS THERE A STREAM OF GREEK HUMANISTS
IN THE LATE RENAISSANCE?

It is commonly accepted that Greek intellectuals made an important con-
tribution to the rise of what we call the Renaissance, that is, the cultural re-
vival which started in ltaly in the early fourteenth century and which by its
end in the early seventeeth had spread across the whole of 

'Western 
Europe.

Learned 6migr6s from Byzantium, like Chrysoloras, Argyropoulos, Bessarion,
Trapezountios, among others, are credited, quite rightly, with consolidating
the knowledge of the Greek language and literature which was very limited in
the'West during the Middle Agesr, but which was crucial to the development
of Renaissance culture. More specifically, this knowledge was essenrial to the
formation of what we now call humanism, that is, the aspect of Renaissance
culture concerned with learning and education2. Since the central idea of
humanism was that true learning is to be retrieved from classical antiquity
rather than created anew, the knowledge of Greek was just as indispensable
as Latin in achieving this ideal. The study of philosophy, medicine, geogra-
phy, or theology, for instance, amounted basically to the study of the original
texts of  Plato,  Ar istot le,  Cicero,  Galen, Pl iny,  Ptolemy, and the Bible
respectively. And, as is widely known, Greeks played an importanr role in
this cultural movement during the 15th and early 16th century as teachers of
Greek, operating primarily in Italy but also in France and Spain. Some of
them held the newly founded chairs of Greek in the medieval universit ies,
others taught privately, sometimes in royal courts, most prominently in that
of the Medici in Florence, while others were hired by the first publishers,

This paper was first presented in the Modern Greek seminar at the University of Oxford
(January 2000) and at Cambridge. I have profited much from the comments of their conveners,
Professor P. Mackridge and Dr. D. Holton, and the crit icism of the audience. I gratefully
acknowledge the hospitality of the Greek Institute of Venice where much of my research was
carried out. Discussions with my friend Tasos Kaplanis have helped me to improve my argumenr.
I am also indebted to Mr. N. \Tilson and to Professor G. Kechagioglou who read a draft of this
paper and made useful remarks and to Dr Helena Thomaides for several stylistic improvements
and insightful commenrs.

1. One must note, though, first that Greek was nor entirely ignored in the Latin Ifest during
the Middle Ages, as the translation of writings like those of Ps-Dionysius suggest, and secondly
that Leontius Pilatus was teaching Greek in Florence before Chrysoloras. See R-Weiss,The Dautn
of Humanism in ltaly, London 1947 , pp. l8-20.

2.The notion of Renaissance humanism has been much debated and there is a rich literature
on it. See the balanced account of P. O. Kristeller, .Humanism,, in Q. Skinner & E. Kessler (eds),
The Cambridge History of Renaissance Philosophy, Cambridge 1988, pp. 113-137, esp. I13-IL7.
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such as Aldus Manutius, to advise on the production of editions of Greek

texts.
The story of the revival of Greek in Renaissance Italy is fascinating and

quite well known. Byzantine-Greek 6migr6s feature in almost any book on

Renaissance culture and have also become the object of detailed studys. Quite
clearly this story is very much the story of the impact of Byzantine learning

on Europe. Of course the situation is more complex than this because the

Greek 6migr6s adapted to the new cultural environment and used their skil ls

to satisfy the needs of a different culture. But whatever the complexities, this

story is often considered to be an exhaustive answer to the question of the

extent of the Greek contribution to the Italian Renaissance4. Yet there is

another side to this question. To investigate it, i t is f irst essential to note that

verbs l ike "contr ibuteo, , ,advance,, ,  of  (promote> can mean at  least  two

things, (a) "be instrumental in,, <actively help", but also, (b) "play an essential

role,,, ,,take part in something',. The difference between meanings (a) and (b)

is not only about the extent of the contribution, but also about its nature.

The typesetter of  a book publ ished by Oxford Universi ty Press containing

papers on Humanism, for instance, does considerable work, perhaps no less

than the authors of the volume, but only the latter are entit led to be called

,.contributors) to the volume, because only they contribute to what the book

is essent ia l ly  about,  that  is ,  scholarship on Humanism. The two di f ferent

meanings of  words l ike "contr ibute) give r ise in the same way to two

different questions about the role of Greek scholars in the development of

Renaissance humanism. The one most discussed is that of the extent they

were instrumental to the emergence of this movement, and is answered by

the story of the impact the Byzantines had, which I have referred to above.

But there is also the question as to whether, and to what extent, Greek scho-

la rs  took  par t  and sus ta ined Rena issance humanism th roughout  i t s

development on an equal footing with the others in the movement. This

question does not inquire into the extent to which Greeks helped in setting

the stage for humanism, but whether they were also actors on it.

This question has been largely neglected. This is because it has always

3. See especially D. Geanakoplos, Greek Scholars in Venice, Cambridge, Mass. 1962l rdem,

Byzantine East and LatinWest, Oxford 1966, and N. Wilson, From Byzantium to ltaly,Londr>n

t992 .
4. See, for  instance,  K.  Set ton,  "The Byzant ine Background to the I ta l ian Renaissance",

Proceedings of  tbe American Phi losophical  Society,100,  I  (1976) l -76,  Geanakoplos,  Greek

Scholars inVenice,  op.c i t . ,  pp.279-301, P.  O. Kr iste l ler ,  " l ta l ian Humanism and Byzant ium" in

his Renaissance Thought and Its Sources, New York 1979, pp. 137-150, D. Zakythinos, "Tir
np6p),r1pcx t1g 

'E),).qvr,xrig 
ouprpo).rig otilv 

'Avaydvvr1o1", 
in his MeraBu(avrwd, xai Nla

'E)A4vtxa, 
Athens I97 8, pp. 228-243.
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been assumed that the Greeks helped in the formation of Renaissance human-
ism but did not really follow its development which surely set such very
standards,  and in the sense that they fe l l  short  of  what contemporary
humanists were able to do, they could not be deemed truly equal members of
the humanistic movement. This assumption becomes evident in most books
on humanism when we move from the figures of the 15th and early 16th
century to those of a generation or two later, that is, to the humanists of the
late Renaissance, i.e. of the 16th and early 17th centuries. Quite remarkably
the interest in Greek intellectuals vanishes, while the interest in humanists
who were closely related to them remains strong, if not stronger. Thus we
hear of Bembo but never of Leonicos Thomaeus; we hear of Crusius and
Hoeschel but never of Margounios; we hear of Casaubon but rarely of Por-
tos; we hear of Zabarella and Cremonini but never of Kottounios, and so on.
While modern studies on European humanism hardly ever refer to Greek
scholars of the late Renaissance, if we look, for instance, at the relevant chap-
ters of Sathas' book on eminent Greeks of these centuries5, w€ are struck by
the fact that there were so many active in Italy and other western European
countries, the very places where humanism flourished, and that they were
engaged in projects typical of humanists, such as editing classical texts,
commenting on Aristotle, or composing epigrams in Greek and Latin. Among
the most important ones are Matthaios Debaris, Leonicos Thomaeus, Iason
Denores, Maximos Margounios, Frangiskos Portos, Nikolaos Sofianos, Leon
Allatios, Ioannis Kottounios. Many of them, as wil l be seen, were much re-
spected for their erudition among contemporary humanists. So why are they
neglected now? And how are we to explain the fact that so much is written
on the first generation of Greek scholars, mostly Byzantine 6migrds, whereas
the later ones are hardly ever mentioned?

There seem to be two reasons for this situation. The first is, as I have just

said, the view that these Greek intellectuals are not equal to western human-
ists, such as Valla, Erasmus, Bud6, Crusius, or Scaliger, and are thus best only

5. N. Sathas, Neoeli4vtxiy @tAoAoyta. Bnypag[at rdv iv roig ypdppaow SnAap(tdwav
'EAA4vav 

dnd t4q xara),6oeotE rfiE Bu(avtw4E AitoxparopiaE piXpt rfiE'E)A4vtx4g t1ve-
yepoiaE (1453-1821), Athens 1868. For a bibliographical report r". E. Legrand, Bibliographie
helldnique ou description raisonnde des ouurages publiis par des Grecs aux We et XYle siicles, vols
I - lV,  Par is 1885-1906, idem, Bib l iographie hel l4nique . . .  auXYIIe s i ic le,  vols I -V,  Par is 1894-
1904. For the same period one should also consult the rich relevant section of B. Kncis, L'Histoire
de la l itdrature nio-grecque, Uppsala 1962, and the recent work of E. Layton, The Sixteenth
Century Greek Book in ltaly. Printers and Publishers for the GreekWorld, Venice 1994. A useful
catalogue of the European humanists which includes some of the Greek intellectuals I examine
here, one finds in the work of J.-F. Maillard - J. Kecskemdti & M. Portalier (eds), L'Europe des
Humanistes (XIVe-XVIIe sidcles), Brepols 1995.
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occasionally acknowledged as teachers of Greek. This leaves us with the im-
pression that the role of the Greeks in Renaissance humanism is confined to
the transmission of Byzantine, i.e. Medieval Greek scholarship alone, an im-
pression which is reinforced when we are told that this was the contribution
not only of Byzantine exiles, but also of later Greeks, such as Ianos Lascaris
or Maximos Margounios.  Knos, for  instance, considers both as repre-
sentatives of the Byzantine tradition, and, as the tit le of his book on Lascaris
already suggests,  he discusses Lascar is in these very terms6. But why is
Lascaris (1445-1535) an ambassador of the Byzantine culture, while his con-
temporar ies Erasmus (1469-1535) and Bud6 (1468-1540) are conceived as
humanists, and why does Margounios (1549-1602) represent the Byzantine
tradition when his German friend David Hoeschel is standarly regarded as
humanist? Surely there is an issue here as to what precisely the term
nhumanist> means, which I  wi l l  address below, but c lear ly the above di f -
ference in terminology aims to divide humanist scholarship and Byzantine
learning into two separate camps, and put Lascaris, Margounios, and their
l ike in the latter. The underlying idea of this approach, which can be found in
the work of some leading scholars in the field,T seems to be that there may
have been some overlap between Byzantine scholarship and humanism, but at
a more mature stage the latter becomes a movement in which Greeks did not
play any major role.

The second reason which accounts for the neglect of these Greek intellec-
tuals has to do with the way scholars t radi t ional ly approach humanism.
Given the expansion of  the Renaissance and humanism, more especial ly,
from ltaly to the rest of 

'Western 
Europe, scholars tend to talk of ltalian,

French, German, or Dutch humanism and see these as regional variants of the

6. See B. Knds, Un ambassadeur de I'Hell|nisme: Janus Lascaris et la tradition grdco-byzan-
tine dans I'Humanisme frangais, Uppsala 1945, pp. 2I8,22I, and passim, and on Margounios,
idem, L'Histoire de la litdrature nAo-grecquq op.cit., p. 287.

7. \i lfe detect this approach especially in Geanakoplos. See e.g. Geanakoplos, Greek East and
Latin ri lest, New York 1966. The second part of it, entit led "Byzantium and the Renaisance,,
treats Greek scholars as ambassadors of the Byzantine tradition, as the tit les of his chapters
suggest: "The Greco-Byzantine colony in Venice and its significance in the Renaissance,, .The
Cretan role in the transmission of Greco-Byzantine culture to western Europe via Venice", nAn
overlooked post-Byzantine plan for religious union with Rome: Maximos Margounios the cretan
humanist-Bishop and his Lat in l ibrary bequeathed to Mount Athos, .  Cf .  a lso L.  Vranoussis,

"L'helldnisme postbyzantin et I 'Europe", in WI Internationaler Byzantistenkongress, 
'Wien 

1981,
pp. I-32. But the Byzantine legacy is only one aspect of the intellectual profile of these Cireek
scholars. In this connection I would like to suggest that we should think over the much used term

"post-byzant ine" and consider whether i t  can be appl ied just i f iably to some aspects of  the
intellectual l ife of the contemporary Greeks (like, in my view, in art), or it merely justif ies the
prejudice of a continuous Byzantine tradition (as I think it does, when it applies to the work of
contemporary Greeks on classical scholarship, philosophy, and theology).
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same movement. Since most of Greece was under Turkish rule at the time
with learning and education rating very'low, the question of a Greek human-
ism does not even arise. The first thing to remember here, though, is that
Crete, Cyprus, and many other islands, which were under Venetian rule at
the time, foster a cultural activity similar to that in western Europe. Yet no
book on European humanism that I know of, discusses Cretan humanism at
length, while specialized studies on Renaissance Crete tend to separate its l i t-
erature, which, they admit, is in many regards a Renaissance literature, from
other aspects of Renaissance culture pertaining to learning and education,8 in
which Crete closely follows western humanist trends, as many studies have
showne. The second thing to remember is that Greek intellectuals who were
active outside Greek-speaking territories, such as in Italy or in France, tended
to become integrated into their local humanistic culture, that is, into Italian
or French humanismlo.  Their  intel lectual  at tachment to local  cul ture is
actual ly taken for granted when certain aspects of  humanism, such as
phi lo logy,  are examined; histor ies of  Classical  scholarship ta lk about the
French, the Italian, or the Dutch school in this respect, and if any Greek is
ever ment ioned, he is c lassi f ied under one of  them11.

This very feature, however, begs the question of Greek identity at the
time. How can someone who spent most of his l i fe in Venice or in Geneva be
considered Greek? This question of identity is as diff icult to answer as for
any other period of Greek history. One may say that some indeed presented
themselves as Greeks, and some were expressly considered as such by their
contemporaries, which is remarkable given that several of them were not

8. This separation is typical in older handbooks, but sti l l occurs, although it is regretted, in
recent work on the subject, such as that of D. Holton (ed.),Literature in Renaissance Crete, Cam-
br idge l99l ;  see esp.  Hol ton's preface in th is volume and his essay "The Cretan Renaissance, ,
ibid, pp. 1-16. Similar is the situation with the scholarship about the Cyrpiot Renaissance; see for
instance, D. Holton, "K6npoq xar, Kprlttxrl avaldvvrlori: f lpoxaro,px:-txil pe).dtri oproptdv<,tv
rro).tttoptxriv Draouv6doe(ov> and "Mia roropla napaprd].qolg: H Kunplaxll lpcrprpatela ryiv
nepio8o trlg Bevetoxpaticrq" in D. Holton, MeAtreE TLa rov Epan6xprco xat d,A)a veoeA-
)4vtxa xeQteva,  Athens 2000, pp.  209-236,237-266 (wi th fur ther l i terature on the subfect) .

9. I primarily refer to the work of the late Prof. N. Panagiotakis, who has done much to show
the similarit ies between the Cretan and the Italian intellectual l ife of the period (see pp. 45-46).

10. For instance, B. \(einberg, A History of Literary Criticism in the ltalian Renaissance, vol.
1, Chicago 1961, p. ix, states that he took as "ltalian" the works not only of Italians but also of
foreigners published there, and he thus includes Greeks like Portos, on whom see below, pp. 27-
30.

11. R. Pfeiffer, History of Classical Scholarship, vol. II, Oxford I976, p. 702, for instance,
discusses Lascaris in connection with the French Renaissance and Bud6, in particular, but he
leaves out scholars of the calibre of Portos. J. Sandys, A History of Classical Scholarship, vol. II,
Cambridge 1908, p.  124,  c lassi f ies Lascar is and Portos under the I ta l ian school  of  scholarship,
but he hardly discusses them.
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Orthodox but Protestant or Roman Catholict2. Clearly, though, the issue is
far more complicated and cannot be settled here, although a further remark
will be made towards the end of this paper. Yet the diff iculty in settl ing this
should not deter us from inquiring into the role of these intellectuals, and this
for two main reasons. First, because clearly it is no less diff icult to determine
the identity of Italians, French, or Germans of the time, but in their case such
a question rarely arises because they operate in the territory of their present
national states. Secondly, because what interests me here is not only to show
that next to western European humanists there were also Greeks who are ne-
glected in modern European accounts, but also to argue that some well
known Greek intellectuals of the time must be studied as humanists. I thus
want to take issue also with modern Greek scholarship which, quite gen-
erally, hardly ever studies them in their contemporary intellectual context,
which is that of western humanisffi l3, but rather tends to classify them under
the general and misleading heading of the so-called ),6yra napdEoorl, the
classizing tradition, together with much later Greeks who write in archaizing
sty lera.  Even when the scholars in quest ion are termed "humanists,  in
modern Greek accounts, this does not necessarily mean much, because the
issue is not the terminology but rather what it should entail, which is that
their activity has to be studied as a whole, since it is motivated by the ideol-
ogy of humanism.

My first aim here is to argue that some Greek intellectuals of the 16th and
lTth centur ies must be considered as humanists and studied as such.
Secondly, I would l ike to address the question of whether those Greeks who
qualify as humanists make up a distinct current, and if so in what sense. In
order to proceed in our inquiry, however, we first need to be clear about
what being a humanist amounts to and what precisely we mean by this term.

As I already said at the beginning, humanism was that aspect of Renais-
sance culture which had to do with learning, broadly defined, and education
more speci f ical ly,  and i ts dominant spir i t  was that of  reviv ing ancient

12. Kottounios, for instance, presents himself (natione Graeco) in his Oratio Liminaris in the
University of Padova, Patavii 1638. Also D. Bembo presents Marjounios as "di nazion Greco";
Legrand, op.cit., XV-XVI si,icles, vol.2, p. LXI.

13. This is clearly the case with studies like that of B. N. Tatakis, fepdotpoE BAdpq o KpnE,
Venice 1973. See below pp. 26-27.

14. See e.g. the presentation of those figures in the anthology of G. Kornoutos (ed.), A6Vot
rfiEToopxoxpartaq, vol. AlB', Athens 1956, together with Anthrakitis and Maurokordatos. Cf.
I. K. Chasiotis, Meta{rj Oilapavx4E xoprcpyiaq xat Euparalx4E rcp6xA4o4q. O EAAqvtxoE
x6opoE ota Xp6vw tqiTouproxpar(aE, Thessaloniki 2001, esp. pp. 142-146. Some, like A.
Karathanasis,'H @Aayy[vercq oyoAfi rfig Bevedag, Thessaloniki 1985, p. 7, go as far as to
consider them as precursors of the greek Enlightment!
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knowledge. Given this spirit, the study of classical texts was a major concern
of all humanists, even when some significant contemporary scientif ic dis-
cover ies,  such as that of  Copernicus,  revealed the l imi tat ions of  the an-
cientsrs. \f lhile other professionals, such as logicians, doctors and engineers,
almost invar iably had to be reasonably competent in comprehending the
classical texts in order to practise their profession well, since these texts were
fundamental for any branch of learning concerning the disciplines of man
(the so-called studia humanitatis), and thus all had to be philologists to some
degree16, humanists specialized precisely in this: they were able to detect a
corrupt text, translate it, and properly edit it from the manuscript. Given
their expertise, humanists helped others study the classical authors as teachers
of c lassical  languages and cul turesrT, and a large part  of  their  scholar ly
output, such as editions of classical texts, translations, and commentaries, was
aimed precisely at serving their teaching.

The other characteristic feature of humanists was their bent for rhetoric.
To understand this, we must bear in mind that for humanists the cultivation
of ancient languages was not merely the means to explore ancient learning
but valuable in themselves. This is why they practised them as if they were
living languages, composing in Greek and Latin sermons, letters, or epigrams
on various occasions, such as to dedicate a book, to congratulate, to praise,
or to sympathizers. And by doing so, they sought to exhibit their proficiency
in the ancient languages and thus present themselves as competent teachers of
them.

15. Two classic examples of  th is cr i t ical  at t i tude towards the ancient  rexrs are Pico del la
Mirandola and Kepler ;  see A.  Graf ton,  Commerce wi th the Classics.  Ancient  Books and
Renaissance Readers, Michigan 1997, chs. 2 U 5.

16. In the Renaissance the study of classical antiquity was not a specialized subject, and this
remained so until the 18th century. The decision of the University of Cambridge to reform the
undergraduate course in the 18th century by separat ing the c lassics as a specia l  subject  was
regarded as a modernisat ion which the Univers i ty  of  Oxford st i l l  res isted;  see M. L.  Clarke,
Classical Education in Britain 1500-1900, Cambridge 1959, pp.67-68.

17.  Humanism shaped a sophist icated educat ional  system wi th provis ions about the order
and the method of  teaching c lassical  texts.  I t  is  qui te te l l ing that  two of  Erasmus'  accla imed
writings were the Program of Studies (De ratione studii) and The education of boys (De pueris
instituendis). On the education that humanists provided see E. Garin, Il pensiero pedagogico dello
umanesimo, Florence 1958, and A. Grafton & L. Jardine, From Humanism to the Humanities:
Education and Liberal Arts in Fifteenth and Sixteenth Century Europe, London 1986.

18. For the various aspects of the composition of epigrams at the time of the Renaissance see
L. Bradner, uDas neulateinische Epigram" in G. Pfohl (ed.), Das Epigramm, Darmstadt L969, pp.
197-211, J. Hutton, The Greek Anthology in Italy to the Year 1800, Ithaca - New York 1935,
idem, Tbe Greek Anthology in France and in the Latin Writers of the Netherlands to the Year
1800,lthaca - New York 1946, and Clarke, The Classical Education in Brittain, op.cit., p, 66,
and passim.
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Finally, we must note that humanists, quite generally, were also charac-

terized by strong philosophical and theological concerns. Those with philo-

sophical interests aimed to expound the views of Plato and Aristotle in the

same way that the ancient commentators had donetr, while their theological

preoccupations turned them to the meticulous study of the original Biblical

text20.

From the above outl ine we can see how complex the identity of a hu-

manist  is .  In essence being a humanist  amounts to a part icular intel lectual

orientation towards retrieving and imparting ancient knowledge, and involves

a certain web of skil ls indispensable for this enterprise, which include a high

degree of competence in both Greek and Latin. But we must remember that

within this profi le there was certainly much room for diversity, depending on

individual inclinations. Let us now go back to Greek intellectuals of the time

and see how much they conform to this humanist outlook, that is' to what
extent, if at all, they meet the new standards of scholarship.

Several Greeks of the time were active in projects l ike the ones I have de-

scribed above. Several of them, for instance, were able teachers and editors of
Greek and Latin classics, wrote scholarly treatises in Greek or Latin, and en-
joyed the admiration of their contemporaries. Taking some figures at the turn

of the fifteenth century, we know that Ermolao Barbaro admired Gazes' eru-
di t ion and Erasmus had much respect for  Thomaeus'  l i terary and phi lo-

sophical skil ls2l; Erasmus also acknowledged the proficiency in Latin of Ga-

zes, Musuros, and I. Lascaris22. But are such qualit ies enough to qualify them

as humanists? I t  is  t ime, then, to set  some cr i ter ia.  This is not ent i re ly

arbitrary. Humanists themselves appear to evaluate their peers with certain

criteria, and these seem to me to include the following: (a) the extent to
which intellectuals were engaged in all these activit ies, (b) the quality they
achieved in them, (c) their engagement with questions being discussed by con-

temporary humanists, (d) the ties they had with them, and (e) the degree to

19. On the approach of  humanists to phi losophy see J.  Kraye,  "Phi lo logists and phi lo-
sophers", in J. Kraye (ed.), The Cambridge Companion to Renaissance Humamsz, Cambridge
r996, pp.  142-160.

20. See J. Bentley, Humanists and the Holy Writ, Princeton 1983, and D. K. Shuger, Tbe
Renaissance Bible,  Berkeley 1994, esp.pp.  11-53.Humanists l ike Val la,  Erasmus, and Beza
studied wi th much zeal  the Bibl ical  text  f rom the manuscr ipts and argued for  a part icular

interpretation.
.  21.  See Kraye,  "Phi lo logists and phi losophers",  op.c i t . ,  pp.  144,156,  and Erasmus praise of
Thomaeus in H. M. Allen (ed.), Opus Epistolarum V, Oxford 1924, pp.590-591.

22. Erasmus in a letter to Gaverus says of Musuros that he was latinae linguae usque ad
miraculum doctus, quod uix ull i Graeco contigit praeter Theodorum Gazaeum et Johannem
Lascarem. This is quoted by J. Vhittaker, nJanus Lascaris at the court of the Emperor Charles V,,

Thesaur ismata 14 (1977\ 76-109,83 n.  28.
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which their work was appreciated.
How many Greek intellectuals of the 16th and early 17th centuries, then,

do qualify as humanists? Unfortunately we know very l itt le about most of
them. Their works and correspondence remain largely unedited, we know lit-
t le about their connections with contemporary humanistic circles, and we are
unable to appreciate fully the impact they had. \ i le happen, though, to be in a
better position regarding some of them. In the following I wil l look closely at
some individuals and I wil l argue that their intellectual concerns, activit ies,
and the skil ls they bring to them are very similar to those of well known con-
temporary humanists and qualify them as such.

The f i rs t  one I  wou ld  l i ke  to  d iscuss  is  Frang iskos  Por tos  (1511-1581) .
Portos was a dist inguished Hel lenist  of  h is t ime23, but today he is l i t t le
appreciated and much less well known than one of his students, Isaac Casau-
bon, the editor of several classical texts2a. Indeed, it has been argued that our
respect for  Portos is due mainly to his contr ibut ion to the educat ion of
Casaubon25. 

'We 
have reasons to believe, though, not only that Casaubon

owed his excellent editorial skil ls partly to his reacher, but also that he was
significantly indebted to Portos for part of his personal editorial achievement.
As far as the text of Aeschylus is concerned, for instance, Martin West has
shown that several crit ical restorations which occur in Casaubon's apparatus
crit icus of his Aeschylus' edition in fact go back either to Portos or to Aura-
tus26. But also independently of such comparisons, Portos turns out to be a
prolif ic and highly skil led editor of particularly demanding classical Greek
texts, such as the l l iad, the tragedies of Aeschylus and Sophocles, and other

23. For a portrait of Portos see H. Voutieridis,'Iorop(a r4q NeoeAA4vu4E AoyoreTviaE,
Athens 1924, pp. 297-306, M. Manoussakas & N. Panagiotakis, . 'p-1 gr).opetappuOprotrxil
DpdoritoD Opayx("oxoo ll6ptou otii M66eva xai od1 <Depptipa xai fi Dixl tou dnb ti lv' lep&
'E(dtaor l  

t r lq Bevet io.g (1536-1559), ' ,  Thesaur ismata 18 (1981) 7-118,  O. Reverdin & N.
Panagiotakis, OI'EAA4vtxtE orou\tE ody EApeth rcu KaApfuou, Athens 1995, pp. 55-91.

24. see his classic biography by Marc Pattison, Isaac casaubo\London 1875.
25.  This was argued by Patt ison,  Isaac Casaubon, op.c i t . ,  p.  9 and especia l ly  by Ol iver

Reverdin in Reverdin & Panagiotakis, op.cit., p. 38, who says: n"Av ),ornbv tpdgoupre preyri).r1
t'xrignoq yr& tbv fl6pto, a0to oupBaiver xupioq iner8il ind6paoe od1 8rap6pgcoorl ivd6
ozrou6aiou t royiou, .  Reverdin goes on to contrast  them in terms of  teaching method and
or ig inal i ty  and c la ims that  Casaubon orevived" c lassical  studies.  But ,  to begin wi th,  Portos '
contribution to classical scholarship has so far not been appreciated as much as that of Casaubon,
so their comparison is not made on solid ground. Noticeably neither Sandys nor Pfeiffer discuss
Portos as a classical scholar in their histories of the sublect.

26. M. West, S/adies in Aeschylzs, Stuttgart 1990, pp. 36I-364. For other succesful readings
which must also be credired to Portos see H. Kallergis, nDie krit ische Arbeit des Humanisten
Franciscus Portus am Text  des Aischylos, ,Wiener Studien 107-108 (1994-95) 639-646, and,
idem, "<Dpayxioxoo ll6ptou, Yn6pvlpa otov Aiox6)1o",'Aptadva 2 (1984) 69-87, esp. 79 n. 5
and  83 -85 .
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texts which I mention below. His crit ical acumen in the preparation of the

text was renowned at his time. 
'West 

has recently confirmed it, when he

shows that Portos' rate of success in restoring Aeschylus' text is impressively

highz7. [n general Portos' editorial achievement is suggested by the fact that

his name features often in the apparatus of modern editions of the authors he

edited.

Portos used to accompany his editions with extensive prolegomena and/or

commentaries in Latin aiming to clarify the text. As it becomes clear from

Portos'  notes and comments,  such works emerged through his teaching

practice which they also aimed to serve28. If le should note here that many of

Portos'  comments concern the sty le and aesthet ic value of  the work he

studies.  This tendency stems from Portos'  general  scholar ly or ientat ion

towards appreciating ancient poetic and rhetorical theory. This orientation

may explain why he edited and studied the ancient rhetorical handbooks of

Aphthonius and Hermogenes, why he commented on Aristode's Rhetoric, on

Apollonius Dyscolus' Lectures on Syntdx2e, and on Longinus' On the Subli '

merj. All these treatises, especially that of Aphthonius, were much used at the

time, especially in schools (usually in Latin translations), as handbooks of

sty le.  Their  wide use ref lects the at t ract ion these treat ises exerted upon

humanists, which is manifested in the composition of long comment.rries on

such ancient works by humanists such as Daniele Barbaro and Joannes
Vivesir .  The strong preoccupat ion of  contemporary humanists wi th poet ic

theory also becomes evident when we recall that it was then that Robortello

published his commentary on Aristotle's Poetics (1548), as did many others,

andJul ius Scal iger his massivePoet ices l ibr i  septem (1561),  to name the most

27.See West,  Sradies in Aeschylrs,  op.c i t . ,  p.377. In h is text  of  Aeschylus, 'West adopts 78 of

Portus' readings. On this scale Portus comes third after Turnebus and Hermann.
28. I mention his prolegomena to Sophocles, Francisci Porti Cretensis, ln omnes Sophoclis

tragoedias rcpoAey6pevd, ut uulgo uocantur, Morgis 1584. This work was published post-

humously by his son Aemi l ius.  For h is (unf in ished) commentary on Aeschylus,  see Kal lergis,

"Opayxloxou fl6ptou, Ynoprvrlpra otbv Aioritro", op.cit., pp.72-73, and idem, n'O Kpy]trxir<
gr).6),oyoq Opalxloxog ll6prog ti:q oXotrraorilg roD AioXri].ou", [Ierpayplva H' Arc9voa -<
Kp4toAoytxo1 Luvedpbu, vol. 81, Irakleio 2000, pp.293-305, esp. 294-295.

29. Frangiskus Portus, Apollonii Alexandrini, De syntaxi seu constructione orationes,libri III,

Francoforti 1590. The work is prefaced by Fr. Sylburgius.

30. Portos also writes on tragic and comic poetic style in his prolegomena to Sophocles (see

n. ) .  For an evaluat ion of  Portos '  work on ancient  poet ic  theory next  to that  of  h is con-

temporaries see Weinberg, A History of Literary Criticism, op.cit., vol. 1, pp. 156-200, esp. 188-

194 and 564-565.
31. See L. Green, "Aristotle's Rhetoric and Renaissance Views on the Emotions" in P. Mack

(ed,) ,  Renaissance Rbetor ic,  London 1994, pp.  l -26,  and P.  Mack,  .Humanist  Rhetor ic  and

Dialectic" in Kraye (ed.),The Cambridge Companion to Renaissance Humanism, op.crt., pp. 82-

99 .
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prominent works in the field32. Portos' scholarly projects must have been
motivated by similar interests, and these were presumably inspired by the
work of his contemporary humanists. This must also be the case with Porros'
compilation of a Greek-Latin dictionary. The production of such dictionaries
was common among humanists of the time, such as Robertus Stephanus and
G. Bud6, and Portos,  we learn,  was also involved in the revis ion of  Bud6's
own dictionarysl.

Portos also wrote several epigrams in Greek, as did most of his contem-
porary humanists3a. But humanists were also able to write verses in Latin, and
this required a special  ski l l  which Portos,  l ike most contemporary Greeks,
may have lacked. This is actual ly suggested by the fact  that  he sent his
epigrams to Joseph Scal iger,  one of  the most remarkable humanists of  h is
time, with the request to translate them into Latinl5. This instance is quite
tell ing: it shows Portos' concern to conform with the humanist ideal of verse-
writ ing in both classical languages and also his concern for his reputation as
epigrammatist, which apparently was considerable - we know that Crusius
asked for his epigrams36. Publishing Greek epigrams without a Latin version
could be taken as a sign of inabil ity to compose such a version at a time when
several humanists managed to do this with proficiency. There was indeed a
strong trend among contemporary humanists to wr i te epigrams in two
versions, that is, Greek and Latin, thus exhibit ing their complete mastery of
both classical languages. Poliziano was one of the first to write such epigrams,
and Musuros apparently was the first Greek to follow him. In the sixteenth
century th is ski l l  was widely pract ised by humanists l ike Crusius,  Scal iger,
Auratus, and Casaubon who wrote epigrams in two or even three versions
(elegiacs or hexameters in Greek and Latin, and also Greek or Latin iambics
or trochaics). It was probably Portos' desire to conform with such a trend
which led him to have his epigrams translated into Latin.

But th is needs to be put into the r ight  context .  More than merely

32. For a d iscussion of  works of  humanists on poet ics see rJfe inberg,  A History of  L i terary
Cr i t i c i sm,  op .c i t . ,  vo l .  l ,  pp .  388-398  (on  Robor te l l o ' s  commenta ry ) ,  and  vo l .2 ,pp .715-796 .
Cf. J. Sandys, A History of Classical Scholarship, op.cit., vol. II, pp. 134-13J. Noteworthy is the
case of  the l i t t le  known Greek Iason Denores who publ ishes a Poet ica in I ta l ian in 1588 (see
Weinberg,  ib id. ,  pp.  786-790, a lso 672-676).

33.  See Reverdin & Panagiotakis,  "Qi 'E) . ) . r1vrx ig onouDig ot i lv 'E) .Bet [a toD Katrpivou, ,
op.c i t . ,  pp.  42-47.

34. See N. Panagiotakis, "Op61^yxioxoo l*loptou inrlp<ipparc(D, in Avtiyap4. Agttgtapa
otov xa0r1y4t4 Lt .  Kapat(a,  Athens 1984, pp.  335-354.

35.  We have Portos ' let ter  to Scal iger in which he expresses th is request ;  see Legrand, op.c i t . ,
XVII  s idcle,  vol .  3,  p.  I25,  Panagiotakis,  "Opayxioxou f loprou inr ,ypaprpcrrcr) ,  op.c i t . ,  pp.337,
352.

36. Sec M. Crusius,  Turcograeciae l ibt i  octo,  Basel  1584, p.  516.
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following a contemporary fashion, this forms one side of Portos' humanistic
profi le which Portos consciously cultivated. In fact there is enough evidence
to suggest that he was motivated by what we could call the principles of the
humanistic movement. [n one of his speeches, Portos says that he is happy to

use Latin for the sake of his audience who is proficient in it, although to him
this is a foreign language which he was never taught37. In this context Portos
argues strongly for the educational value of both Greek and Latin, and holds
their knowledge to be indispensable for mastering any branch of learning,
such as mathematics, medicine, philosophy or lawj8. He also says that he
considers his role as a scholar as basically residing in the education of others,
and this, in his view, is achieved by interpreting ancient textsse. Portos
apparently raised his son Aemilios, later professor in Heidelberg, according
to this humanist ideal. This can be inferred from the fact that Aemilios was
an expert in both classical languages but he confessed that he knew litt le
modern Greekao.

It must be the same commitment to the humanist ideal which accounts, at
least partly, for Portos' strong connections with contemporary humanists
and also for their respect for him. Portos was familiar with the work of hu-
manists l ike H. Stephanus, Victorius, Joseph Scaliger, Bud6, and Auratus, and
corresponded with several of them. Portos' work was well known to the
community of humanists and was much appreciated by some of the most
erudite of them; Crusius, Beza, and Casaubon, for instance, expressed their
admiration for itar. And Calvin was so impressed with Portos' scholarship
that he appointed Portos professor of Greek in Geneva, where the latter
spent most of his l i fe. Quite crucial to this appointment was also Portos'
sympathy with the ideas of the Reformation - he was indeed brought before
the Catholic inquisit ion for his religious beliefsa2. Much is sti l l  to be learned
about Portos' activity and scholarly work, but already from the above outline
it should be fairly clear that he was completely immersed in the humanist
culture of his time and that he was a skil led and widely respected humanist.

Another figure who qualifies as a humanist of the highest level is Maximos

37. See Francisci Porti Cretensis, Orationes, published together with his prolegomena on
Sophocles '  c i ted above;  Orat io s ixta,  p.  82 " . . .ausus sum ego homo al ienigena et  ingenio
exercitatio neque nihil fere instructus Latine vobis coram dicere, i is scil icet in Latino sermone nati
sunt et educati.o

38.  Ib id. ,  pp.  86-87.

39.  Ib id. ,  pp.  84-85.
40. Crusius, Turcograeciae, op.cit., pp. 5I9-521.
41. See Voutieridis, 'Iotop[a 

t4E NeoeAA4vufig Aoyoreyvtag, op.cit., pp. 30l-306.
42. See Manoussakas & Panagiotakis, n'H grtropetappu0ptotrxil Dpdorl toD <Dpayxioxoo

f l6ptou. . .o,  op.c i t .
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Margounios (1549-I6027+t. Born in Crete at the time of its Venetian oc-
cupat ion,  Margounios received an excel lent  educat ion there.  He studied
Greek and Latin from a very early age, the latter under the learned Catholic
bishop of Sitia, Gaspare Viviano. Like many other educated Greeks of the
time, he later studied philosophy and medicine at the University of Padua
where his good friend Meletios Pigas was also studyingaa. In 1578 Mar-
gounios returned to Crete to be ordained and some years later was elected
Bishop of Kythera, an island under Venetian rule at the time. However, the
Venet ian counci l  d id not approve Margionios'  appointment and instead
offered him a post as teacher of Greek and Latin in Venice with a good
salary.

Margounios' activity in Venice was remarkable and comprised work on
theology, philosophy, and rhetoricas. To begin with, he edited and translated
several ancient and byzantine texts in those fields. At the age of twenty-three
he discovered the dialogue against the Manicheans of St. John of Damascus,
translated it into Latin, and had it printed by the Paduan printer Lorenzo
Pasquati in 1578. Later on he turned to study seriously philosophical and
theological texts. He prepared two commentaries of Aristotle's Categories
and Porphyry's Isagoge in dialogical form, both of which remain un-
publisheda6. Moreover he translated [Aristotle's) Liber de coloribus, also
printed in Padua (in 1575), translated Gregory of Nyssa's commentary on the
Psalms, while also editing works of Byzantine authors l ike Kamariotes and
Gennadios Scholar iosaT. Apart  f rom his personal  edi tor ia l  achievement,
Margounios also played an important role in assisting the projects of several
other humanists, as he had close ties with humanist circles in his native Crete,

43. On Margounios' l ife and work see Sathas, NeoeAAqvm)] OAoAoyfu. Brcypagfut sitv iv
rolE ypriltpaoLv 6'u')ap(tdwuv 'EAAfivc.rv, 

op.cit., pp. 2lz-218, Kn<is, L'Histoire de la
littirature n4ogrecque, op.cit., pp.283-287, Geanakoplos,Byzantine East and Latin Wesf, op.cit.,
chs.4,6, Layton, Tbe sixteenth century Greek Book in ltaly, op.cit, pp. 3gg-394.For a more
detailed study of Margounios, especially his theological views, see G. Fedalto, Massimo Margunio
e il suo commento a/ De Trinitate di s. Agostino (1589), Brescia 196g.

44. See G. Fabris, "Professori e scolari Greci all '  Universiti di Padova,, Archiuio Veneto 62
(1942) 12l-165,  esp.  132.

45. For an account of Margounios' activity in Venice see G. Schiro, .Missione umanistica di
Massimo Margunio a Veneziao, Riuista di studi Bizantini e Neollenici, n.s. 4 tL4l (1967) I59-
r87.

46. See Legrand, op.cit., xv-xvl sidcles, vol. 2, pp. lxxi-lxxii, and Th. papadopoulos, H
NeoeAA4wx4 QAooogia ar6 tov 16o toq tov l8o atuva,Athens 198g, pp. gg-g9.

47. Margounios edited the treatise of Gennadios Scholarios on predestination, the Rhetoric of
Kamariotes,  and the f ragments of  the Per ipatet ic  Andronicus of  Rhodes.  For Margounios '
scholarly output see l-egrand, op.cit., vol.2, pp. LXV-LXXVII, Sathas, Neoe.l,l4vu4 @tlo)oyia,
op.cit., pp- 216-218, Kncis, L'Histoire de la litdrature nlogrecque, op.cit., p. 2g6.
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in ltaly, especially in Padua and Venice, and also in Germanya8. Especially

noteworrhy here also is his connection with the eminent German editor of

classical texts David Hoeschelae, who was operating in AugsbutE, d city with

a long humanistic tradition. Margounios resorted to him for the provision of

some ancient works which were rare in Italy at the time (e.g. Clement's Stro-

mateis). Hoeschel also edited some of Margounios' theological works and a

collection of his religious poems, the Poemata sacraso. On the other hand

Margounios assisted Hoeschel in some of his editorial projects by sending

him the manuscr ipts he needed. This is certainly the case with Hoeschel 's

edi t ion of  some treat ises of  Maximos confessor (1599) and of  Phot ius '

Bibliotbeca (1601)51. For the latter edition in particular, Margounios carried

out a considerable amount of work on the manuscripts, presumably the two

most important ones, init ially owned by Bessarion and later preserved in the

l ibrary of  St .  Mark 's in Venicesz, of  which he prepared copies.  Margounios

had a special interest in the work and personality of the patriarch Photius,

whom, f rom what we know, he considered as ^ model of  humanist

theologian and tried to emulate in all regards. This interest is confirmed by

the fact that Hoeschel's edition opens with an epigram of Margounios in

praise of Photius5s.

Hoeschel was not the only one who profited from Margounios' assistance

in scholarly projects. We know that Margounios revised the Homeric Index

of Ascanio Persio, professor at the University of Bologna, that he was asked

by Pardi Bembo to check the Greek text of Plato from which Bembo was

48. See P. Enepekides,  uMaximos Margunios an deutsche und i ta l ienische Humanisten",JOB

10 (196l)  94-145. Margounios had c lose re lat ions wi th members of  the Academy of  Stravagant i

l ike Andreas Cornaros and Markos Contaratos. On this see Panagiotakis ""Epeuvat iv Bevetia,,

Thesaur ismata 5 (1968),45-118, esp.  62

49. On David Hoeschelsee briefly Sandys, AHistory of Classical Scholarship, op.cit., vol. II,

p.272, Pfeiffer, History of Classical Scholarship, op.cit., vol. II, p. 141. Both Sandys and Pfeiffer

ment ion some sources of  assistance to Hoeschel 's  edi t ions (such as Scal iger) ,  and to h is edi t ion of

Phot ius in part icular ,  but  nei ther of  them refers to Margounios.  On the re lat ions between

Margounios and Hoeschelsee Geanakoplos,Byzant ine East  and Lat inWest,  op.c i t . ,  pp.174-175.

Some of  Margounios '  let ters to Hoeschel  are edi ted by Legrand, op.c i t . ,  XV-XVI s idcles,  vol .  1,

pp.  2-2I ,  vol .  2,  pp.  LXI-LXII ,  LXVII-LXVII I .

50. Maximi Margunii, episcopi Cytherensis Poemata aliquot sacra: Graece nunc primum

publicata studio et opera D. Hoeschelii, Lugduni 1592.

51. On these editions see D. Harlfinger (ed.), Graecogermania. Griecbischstudien Deutscher

Humanisten,  Wolfenbi i t te l  1989, pp.  359,  365-366.

52. See'Wilson, From Byzantium to Italy, op.cit, p. 161.

51. This is published by B. Botfield,Praefationes et epistolae editionibus principibus auctorum

ueterum praeposi tae,  Cambridge 1861, pp.643-44,  and Legrand, op.c i t . ,  XV-XVI s idcles,  vol .2,

p. I-XVIII; cf. Margounios' letter which was prefaced in this edition, Legrand, op.cit, XVII sidcle,

vol .  1,  pp.2-3;  cf .  ib id. ,  XV-XU sidcles,  vol .2,  pp.  LXVII-LXVII I .
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prepar ing his I ta l ian t ranslat ion,  and that he also col laborated with the
Engl ish hel lenist  Henry Savi le on the edi t ion of  the works of  John Chry-
sostom, an edition which eventually appeared without Margounios' editorial
collaboration due to his premature death5a. Further, as I already said, Mar-
gounios had strong connections with Paduan and Venetian humanists who
had much respect for his abil it ies. A Venetian official document of the time
speaks of him as <very expert in both Greek and Latin with few equals in all
Greece in erudi t ion"t t .  This respect and admirat ion explains why I ta l ian
humanists often asked for Margounios' collaboration in various humanistic
projects. Indeed, Margounios seems to have been well known especially for
his abil ity to write epigrams, as is suggested by the fact that dedicatory
epigrams of his are found in Venetian books written by local humanistss6.
These epigrams are mostly in Greek, and only occasionally in Latin, as is the
case of an epigram of his addressing the Venetian senate, which he writes in
both Greek and Latin57. Margounios did know Latin well enough to translate
Greek prose into it and to write prefaces, letters, and comments5s, but, as I
said in the case of Portos, the composition of Latin verses required special
training and, l ike Portos, he presumably did not feel entirely at home with
this practice. This is suggested by the fact that a book of his with verses in
Greek was passed to one of his close friends, the German humanist Conradus
Ritterhusius, for translation into Latin5e.

This book of verses deserves some attention. It contains religious poems
written in anacreontic metre, which to our taste appear rather dull and unin-
spired60. Yet in writ ing them Margounios follows the fashion of his con-
temporary humanists for composing anacreontic poems, a fashion following
the discovery of a manuscript containing the corpus of anacreontic poems

54. See Legrand, op.cit., XV-XVI sidcles, vol.2, pp. LX-LXI, Layton, The Sixteenth Century
Greek Book in Italy, op.cit., p. 391, Geanakoplos, Byzantine East and Latin West, op.cit., p. 176.
Sandys, A History of Classical Scholarship, op.cit., vol. II, pp. 333-335, and Pfeiffer, History of
Classical Scholarship, op.cit., vol. II, p. 144, devote a note to Henry Savile and his ofundamental
edition of Chrysostom". Sandys states that Savile was helped by several scholars, but neither he
nor Pfeiffer mentions Margounios' significant role in it.

55. Cited by Geanakoplos, Byzantine East and Latin West, op.cit., p. 169.
56. See G. Karamanolis, n [yj16ota in'r,ypaprprata toCr Mcr[iprou Mapyouv(ouo, Thesauri-

smata 28 (1998) 197-207.

57. See ibid, pp. 202-205.

58.  Margounios t ranslated into Lat in [Ar istot le 's ]  On Colours,  the dia logue of  John of
Damascus against  the Manicheans,  and Psel lus '  paraphrase of  the second book of  Ar istot le 's
Posterior Analytics.

59. See the letters of Ritterhusius to Hoeschel regarding the Latin translation of Margounios'
poems in Legrand, op.c i t . ,  XVII  s idcle,  vol .  1,  pp.  4-8.

60. Maximi Margunii episcopi Cytherorum hymni anacreontici, cum interpretatione latina
Conradi Ritterhusii, Augustae 160 1.
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and the publication of its content in Paris by Stephanus in 1545. The imita-
tion of the style of these poems became so widespread across all Renaissance
Europe in the 16th and 17th centuries that such poems are almost character-
istic of the age6r. It is exactly this fashion that Margounios follows.

Margounios not only was in tune with a poetic trend of his time, but his
poems apparently also had some impact. This is suggested by the fact that an
anthology of  Greek poetry publ ished in 1614 containing excerpts f rom
ancient and medieval  Greek poets includes several  of  Margounios'  ana-
creontic ones62. This is quite striking in view of the fact that Margounios is
the only author included in the anthology after Manuel Philes, and that this
anthology was published only thirteen years after the first publication of Mar-
gounios' poems. Obviously his reputation as a humanist-poet must have been
consolidated by that t ime.

Yet today these poems have not been appreciated in the correct l ight, and
we st i l l  f ind them only in the edi t io pr ima of  1601. Most Histor ies of
Modern Greek Li terature ei ther neglect  them or make harsh judgements

about their value63. But, as is usual with the output of humanists, they are
most ly judged by the wrong cr i ter ion,  namely that  of  l i terature as we,
moderns, think of it. This is also the case with the epigrams that humanists
compose in archaizing style. They are equally dismissed usually with dispar-
aging remarks about their  vani ty and display of  exhibi t ionist  erudi-
tion6a. But what has not been appreciated is exactly what these people were
attempting, and this is crucial if we are to do any justice to the intellectual
history of the period. The humanists were not poets or even classical scholars
like the modern ones, but rather professional rhetoricians, to some extent
heirs and successors of the medieval ones, who were convinced that the best
way to achieve eloquence and impress with their compositions was to imitate
classical modefs. Their verse-making was part of their teaching of poetry
rather than the activity of a poet in the modern sense, since humanists taught

61. For this fashion of anacreontic imitations see D. O'Brien, Anacreon Rediuiuus, Michigan
r995.

62. Poetae GraeciVeteres Corpus, Coloniae 1614, vols. I-l l. Margounios'poems are printed
in the second volume (pp. 192-210) which contains lyric and epigrammatic poetry.

63. K. Th. Dimaras, M. Vitti, and L. Polit is do not even mention these poems, while Knris,
L'Histoire de la litdrature ndogrecque, op.cit., p.285, does not think highly of them. Exceptional
is the long and positive presentation of them by Voutieridis, 

'Ioropfu 
qE veoeAA4vufiq

AoyoteXvfuE, op.cit., pp. 438-442.
64. See Voutieridis, 'Iotop[a 

tfig veoeAA4vufiE Aoyoteyviag, op.cit., p. 237 and especially
Panagiotakis, ,,Opcyxloxou fl6ptou intyprippaTcrD, op.cit., pp. 335-336, 338, who criticizes
them for  their  low poet ic  value.  His v iew is shared by others,  e.g.  M. Plast i ra-Valkanou,

"'Enlypappa flpooe],eyeiov'lnrco).6tou Xiou", Thesaurismata 28 (1998) 209-22I, esp. 219-
22,0.
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poetry both by commenting on it and by instructing how to imitate it. So
classical learning was not incidental to their verse composition but its actual
driving force, and the exhibit ion of this learning their main end. Their con-
cern, then, was not so much the content but the style, and for them a good
style amounted to imitating that of a classical author65. [t was by the quality
of their imitation and emulation of classical models that they were judged by
their contemporaries, and modern scholars who crit icize their verse-creations
as vain learned pyrotechnics by arguing that l i terature is not only form, but
both form and content, and invoke literature theorists in support, simply miss
the point66.

Let us return for  a moment to Margounios.  As I  ment ioned before,
Margounios, who entered holy orders and was also elected bishop, had a
strong interest in theological and ecclesiastical matters. He was exceptionally
wel l  read in the Lat in fathers l ike August ine and Ambrose and, though
himself Greek Orthodox, showed a strong sympathy for the Roman Catholic
dogma, l ike other Greek humanists of the time. Indeed Margounios devoted
much energy in showing the af f in i ty between Orthodox and Cathol ic
doctrine on some controversial theological issues, l ike that of the nature and
emanation of the Holy Spirit. His argument, to which I wil l refer later on, is
to be understood as a reaction against Lutheran and Calvinist views, which
were gaining ground at the time, and as an attempt to contrast them with the
original doctrine of the ancient Church67. This, however, does not mean that
Margounios distanced himself from the Orthodox faith, despite some con-
temporary allegations (most importantly by Gabriel Severos) to this effect. As
we will see below, quite the opposite was the case.

I now pass to my final example of a Greek intellectual who, in my view,
qualif ies as a humanist and deserves to be studied as such. I refer to Ioannis

65. On th is point  see P.  Kr iste l ler ,  RenaissanceThought,  NewYork 1961, pp.98-109. This
kind of  poetry has been appropr iate ly character ized oeine an der Ant ike ausger ichtere
Bildungsdichtung" by A. Buck, Rezeption der Antike in den romanischen Literaturen der
Renaissance, Berlin 1976, p. 27.

56. Thus H. Kallergis, nMetptxig naparrip4oeuq oi dpXar6y),coooa inrypdppara .E).tr-

r2vcov ).oyirov",Thesaurismata 28 (1998) ZZ2-237, esp.235-36. Kallergis argues that.ar the time
these epigrams must have had an appeal not only to their addressees but also to the wider public;
otherwise we cannot explain how they were so fashionable., But these epigrams were not written
to move anybody in the first place, let alone the wider public, which was unable to appreciate the
skil l behind them.

67. Margounios' theological views are discussed by Geanakoplos, Byzantine East and Latin
West, ch. 6, and more extensively by G. Podskalsky, Die griechische Theologie in der Zeit der
Ti l rkenherrschaf t ,  Munich 1988, pp.  135-151, and Fedal to,  Massimo Margunio,  op.c i t .  Mar-
gounios' views were taken seriously into accounr by Humanists l ike Crusius who is known to
have studied them; see Fedalto, Massimo Margunio, op.cit., pp. 54-55, and below p. 44.
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Kottounios (1572-1657), who was born in Verroia in Macedonia and made a
career in ltaly68. Kottounios studied first in the Greek college in Rome, l ike
several other Greeks at that t ime, and then went on to study in Padua. Later
on he held the post of  a professor in the universi t ies of  Bologna (1617-1629)

and Padua (1637-1657), where Chalcocondyles and Thomaeus had taught

before him. More specifically, Kottounios became a professor of Greek in

Bologna and professor ordinarius of philosophy in Padua6e.

Kottounios had a wide range of interests but he is primarily to be distin-
guished by his keen interest in science and philosophy, two areas which, were

closely interrelated and as I  said above, at t racted much interest  among

humanists in the 16th and early 17th century. This is the time that important
scientif ic discoveries, such as that of Copernicus (1473-1543) in astronony,
or of  Vesal ius (1514-1564) in anatomy, chal lenged the work of  ancient
author i t ies l ike Ar istot le,  Ptolemy, and Galen. Gal i leo (1564-1642) and

Kepler (1571-1630),  both contemporar ies of  Kottounios,  quest ioned further
the validity of the ancient world-view, and triggered much discussion about
the role of empirical knowledge in understanding the world. Kottounios was
immersed in this intellectual framework. The university of Padua, where he
studied philosophy and medicine, was renowned for its scientif ic orientation,

and i ts medical  school ,  most part icular ly,  fostered some of the most
progressive thought in science. Similar in spirit was the university of Bologna
where first Kottounios taught. It is noteworthy that the first official anatomy

room was built in Bologna, but it was in Padua that anatomy really became a

subject  for  study in the 16th century,  af ter  the publ icat ion of  Vesal ius '
pioneering work on human anatomy in 1543. Indeed the rise of the medical

school of Padua in the 16th century is associated with a strong emphasis on
anatomy, and Vesalius himself taught there for some time at the end of his

life. Padua was also the place where Gali leo spent several years. On the other

hand, from quite early on this university fostered the study of Aristotle's
philosophy, and already Chalcocondyles, who was one of the early holders of
the chair of Greek there, taught Aristotle's scientif ic works7O. Eventually

68. On Kottounios see Sathas, Neoe))4vtfiy QtAoAoyfu, op.cit., pp. 301-302, Voutieridis,
'Ioropfu 

tfiE veoeA)1vu4E ),oyote1gvta6, op.cit., pp. 366-370, A. Stergellis, "\661 Brolpagrxd
otorlelcr yld tbv 

' lordvvl 
Kotto6vro", Thesaurismata 5 (1968) 249-257, Z. N. Tsirpanlis, Oi

Maxe66ve6 orcoudaottE tou'EAA4vtxoO Kol)eyiou Pcip4E xai fi 6pdo4 toug or)7v'EAAa.6a
xai odTv'IraAta, Thessaloniki I97I, pp. 125-161, Papadopoulos, 1l NeoeM4vufi @A,ooogfu,
op .c i t . ,  pp .20 l -206 .

69. See Fabris, "Professori e scolari Greci all 'universiti di Padova", op.cit., pp.145-147, and
Iacobi Philippi Tomasini, Gymnasium Patauinum, Utini 1654, pp. 307,457.

70. See Geanakoplo s, lnteraction of the Sibling Byzantine and Western Cultures in the Middle
Ages and tbe ltalian Renaissance, New Haven 1976, p. 251.
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Padua became renowned for its Aristotelianism, thanks to a series of eminent
Aristotelian philosophers who taught in the local university, such as Niccolo
Vernia, Pietro Pomponazzi, Jacobo Zabarella, and Cesare CremoniniTr. Kot-
tounios followed in their footsteps: he studied under Cremonini, probably
also at  the same t ime as Theophi los Korydaleus (1560-1645),  the other
important Greek Ar istotel ian of  the t ime72, and eventual ly succeeded
Cremonini to the chair of philosophyTl. \7e do encounter Cremonini quite
frequently in histories of Medicine and of Renaissance philosophy, but his
successor, Kottounios, is hardly ever mentionedTa. Yet the evidence shows
that at this time Kottounios enjoyed wide recognition for his learning, and his
many writ ings commanded much respectT5.

Let us look more closely at Kottounios' place in his contemporary intellec-
tual context. Like Zabarella and Cremonini, Kottounios was a committed
Aristotel ian,  that  is ,  he endorsed and advocated Ar istot le 's phi losophical
views, as he understood them, and his philosophical works are basically
commentaries on Aristotelian treatises. He wrote commentaries on the De
anima, the Meteorologica, the De generatione, and the Physics, as well as a
handbook of Aristotelian logicT6 and a treatise on Aristotelian psychology
with the tit le De triplici statu animae rationalis. In writ ing these works
Kottounios clearly follows the tradition of his predecessors, whose views he
often cites in order to approve or crit icize. He agrees, for instance, with
Cremonini's view of how Aristotle's treatises should be ordered. but crit icizes

71. On the Aristotelian tradition in the Renaissance which basically flourished in Padua see
Kristeller, Renaissance Thought and lts Sources, op.cit., pp. 32-49, and B. Copenhaver & C.
Schmitt, Renaissance Philosophy, Oxford 1992, pp. 60-L26.

72. On Corydaleus see Cldobule Tsourkas, Les ddbuts de l'enseignement philosophique et de
la libre pensde dans les Balkans. La uie et I'oeuure de Tb1ophile Corydal1e, Thessaloniki 1967, and
Papadopoulos, FI NeoeAA4vtx)1 @Aooogfa, op.cit., pp. 119-150, 163-180.

73. More precisely, Kottounios succeeded Cremonini after an interval of four years, when
Ioannes Zi l io lus Perusinus held the chair .  Cremonini  taught in th is chair  f rom 1601 to 1633;
Kottounios from 1637 to his death in 1657. See Tomasi ni, Gymnasium Patauinum, op.cit., pp.
307,  453-457.

74.  See Andrew Wear,  "Ear ly Modern Europe, 1500-1700",  in L.  I .  Conrad et  aL (eds),The
Westent Medical Tradition, 800 BC to AD 1800, Cambridge 1995, p. 292, Copenhaver &
Schmitt, Renaissance Philosophy, pp.73-74, Tsourkas, Les ddbuts..., op.cir., pp. 191-195, and C.
Schmitt, Cesare Cremonini. Un Aristotelico al tempo di Galilei, Venice 1980. It is noteworthy that
in this short study of Cremonini, Schmitt does not even mention Kottounios, while he refers to
several other contemporary Aristotelians.

75. Tomasini, Gymansium Patauinum, op.cit., p. 307, reports that Kottounios' salary was
raised twice,  obviously in recogni t ion of  h is serv ices,  and descr ibes him as .v i r  voce et  scr ipt is
celeberrimus, cuius copiosa et erudita commentaria extant in universam fere naturalis scientiae ab
Ar istote l ie t radi tae doctr inam.. . " .

76. Expositio lucidissima uniuersae logices, Patavii 1651. This work also contains a short
commentary on the Categories (pp. 169-351) and the Posterior Analytics (pp. 352-442\.
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Zabarella's claim that for Aristotle principles and causes are identical. Kot-
tounios' philosophical contribution has been completely negelected nowadays
even in special ized works in Renaissance phi losophy, but even a br ief  ac-
count, which I give below, wil l suffice to show how much his work was in-
tegrated into Paduan Aristotelianism.

As I have already said, one set of questions concerned the role of empiri-
cal or scientif ic knowledge and also the role of mathematics in understanding
external reahty77. Like other Renaissance Aristotelians, such as Zabarella and
Cremonini, Kottounios disputed the value of quantitative science which was
advanc ing  a t  the  t ime,  and cons idered the  ro le  o f  mathemat ics  in
understanding the wor ld to be l imi ted. In his v iew, mathematics expresses
only one aspect of reality, the quantitative, and represents an abstraction of
only the mater ia l  and formal causes out of  the four Ar istotel ian ones78.
Hence, he argues, mathematics does not advance metaphysical reasoning,, and
this,  in his v iew, is why Ar istot le does not give i t  a pr imary role in his
MetaphysicsTe. Kottounios was not only against quantitative physics, which
was much cultivated in the university of Padua in his time, but also against
the novel  cosmology of  Copernicus and Gal i leo,  whose posi t ion he rejected
in favour of the Aristotelian picture of the world, arguing that this is also in
accordance w i th  the  B ib l i ca l  v iew80.  Kot toun ios '  a rguments  aga ins t
Copernican cosmology cannot be presented here, but it is pertinent to make
at least two comments: f irst that, much as his position appears conservative
or even reactionary to us, it was upheld by many contemporary Aristotelians,
such as Cremonini and his circle including Korydaleussl, for instance, and se-
condly that  Kottounios of fers a long cr i t ical  d iscussion of  the v iews he
disagrees with, rather than simply dismisses them.

One other set of questions that Paduan Aristotelians were seriously dis-
cussing concerned the human soul, a central set being about the immortality
of the soul, an issue which clearly had some religious significance and hence

77.For a good survey of  the discussion and the contr ibut ions of  Konounios 'predecessors see

J. Randall, The School of Pddua andthe Emergence of Modern Science, Padua 1961, pp. 20-74,
and N. Jardine, "Epistemology and the Sciences" in Skinner-Kessler (eds), Tbe Cambridge History
of  Renaissance Phi losophy,  op.c i t ,  pp.  685-711. For the di f ferent  sc ient i f ic  methods of  the
Paduan Aristotelians and Galileo see C. Schmitt, "Experience and Experiment: A Comparison of
Zabarellas view with Galileo's De motu,, Studies in the Renaissance XVI (1969) 80-138, esp. 81
100.

78. See his Commentarii in octo libros De Physico auditu, Patavii 1648, p. 60.
7 9 . l b i d . ,  p . 6 1 ;  c f .  i b i d . ,  p p . 3 5 l - 3 5 6 .
80.  Ib id. ,  pp.702-710, and In Pr imum Ar istote l is  l ibr t rm De Meteor is,  Bononiae 1531, pp.

7 6 - 8 0 , 8 7 - 9 7 , 2 8 6 - 2 8 8 , 2 9 3 - 2 9 4 .  I  p l a n  t o  d i s c u s s  K o t t o u n i o s ' a r g u m e n t s  a g a i n s t  t h e
Copernican theory in a future paper.

81. See Papadopoulos, H NeoeA)qvu4 @t)oooEia, op.cit., p. 122.
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some bearing on contemporary theological discussions82. Pomponazzi, Nifo,
Zabarella, and Cremonini had strong views on this, which incline towards
well known positions on the matter taken by Aristotelians such as Alexander
of Aphrodisias, Philoponus, Averroes, or Thomas Aquinass3. One widely held
view was that Aristotle, given his argument in De anima III.4-5, had upheld
the immortality of the intellect,, and this is not at odds with his controversial
view that the soul is the form of the l iving body (De anima Il.2). This is
because, it was argued, the soul is essentially the intellect, and since for Ari-
stotle this is a separable substance, the Stagirite, it was thought, had pro-
pounded the immortality of the soul in this specific sense, namely that only
the mind survives death whi le the rest  of  the soul  per ishes. This posi t ion,
which can be traced back to Neoplatonists (e.g.  Porphyry,  Phi loponus,
Simpl ic ius),  was held by Thomas Aquinas and adopted by the Cathol ic

Church, but was rejected by Pomponazzi, Zabarella, and Cremonini. Yet
while Pomponazzi basically follows Alexander's view, according to which the
immortality of the soul (i.e. of the intellect) was not an Aristotelian doctrine,
Zabarella and Cremonini maintain that for Aristotle the intellect can be said
to be immortal, but only in the sense that it knows immortal truths; and for
such knowledge i t  depends on the act ive intel lect  (De animaI l I .5) ,  which is
divine and represents the truth. In this way Zabarella, in particular, focuses
his argument on the nature and the potential of the human intellect, thus
heading in the direction that Descartes wil l later take. Kottounios, however,
argues for a slightly different position in his long commentary on the De
anima and in his equally thorou gh De triplici statu animae rationalis. He
agrees with his predecessors that according to Aristotle the human intellect is
dependent on the act ive one, which is the pr inciple of  a l l  th inking and
immortal i ty,  but  he st i l l  considers the indiv idual  human intel lect  to be
separable and immortal  as suchsa. This v iew is c loser to that  of  Aquinas,
whom he often cites in this connection, than the views of Zabarella and
Cremonini. What is more, Kottounios argues that for Aristotle the immortal
nature of the soul bears on morality, that is, it determines moral principles.

82. For a br ief  survey of  the range of  v iews on the matter  f rom the ant iqui ty to the
Renaissance see Kr iste l ler ,  Renaissance Thought and l ts  Sources,  op.c i t . ,  pp.  181-196; more
focused on Renaissance Aristotelians is E. Garin, L'umanesimo Italiano, Florence 1964, pp. 156-
170, Tsourkas,  Les dibuts. . . ,  op.c i t . ,  pp.  185-191, and Copenhaver & Schmit t ,  Renaissance
Phi losophy,  op.c i t . ,  pp.  106-111.

8-3. See Randall, The School of Padua and the Emergence of Modern Science, pp. 76-114, and
more fuily E. Kessler, "The intellective soul,, in: Skinner-Kessler (eds),The Cambridge History of
Renaissance Philosophy, op.cit., pp. 485-534.

84. Commentarii lucidissimi in tres libros Aristotelis De anima, Patavii 1657, pp. 450-457.
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He thus makes Aristotle compatible with the ethics of the Catholic Church85.
Hence Kottounios opposes the efforts of Pomponazzi and Zabarella to
divorce philosophy from Christian faith.

Yet Kottounios was not only a philosopher. Like Musuros, Laskaris, Por-
tos, and Margounios, he composed epigrams in Greek and Latin, but unlike
them and indeed most humanists who publ ished such epigrams as pidces
d'occasion, he publ ished two ent i re books containing epigrams in two
versions, Greek and Latin. Kottounios also wrote a theoretical treatise on
how to compose epigramss6, which was published when several works of this
kind were already in circulation, most importantly Robortello's short treatise
on the epigram.sT Kottounios' treatise is fairly thorough. He briefly reviews
the history of epigrammatic poetry in its various forms (Chapters 1-8), and
then turns to presenting the various aspects of the art of writ ing epigrams
(Chapters 9-28). Noticeably most of his examples of epigrams come from
Latin authors, such as Catullus and Martial, while the few specimens of the
Greek epigram are always accompanied with a Latin translation. This clearly
suggests that Kottounios intended his work to be a manual for teaching
mostly Italian students how to write epigrams; his own books of epigrams
probably complemented this by offering some il lustration of how the prin-
ciples of the epigrammatic art should be applied.

Quite apart from his written work and his teaching, Kottounios appears to
have been strongly committed to the humanist educational ideal and tried his
best to encourage contemporary Greeks to study. For th is purpose he
founded a college in Padua, which was named after him, for young Greeks to
study. The existing evidence about the curriculum in his college suggests that
the education offered there conformed with the humanistic ideal of studying
the antiquity, as was the case in similar institutions across Europe88.

On the whole Kottounios represents an ideology which had run its course.
The 17th century wil l cease to venerate the ancients and wil l give rise to
Kepler 's astronomy, Cartesian phi losophy and Newton's cosmology; the
humanist erudition wil l be crit icized (especially by Descartes) and eventually
abandoned. We have to remember, though, that this change of intellectual
paradigm, as it were, is clear only from the present point of view. In fact their

85. De triplici statu animi rationalis, Bononiae 1628, pp. 2lI-2L6.
86. De conficiendo epigrammatis, 1632 (loc. non stat). On the fashion of writing treatises of

th is k ind and Kottounios 'own see J.  Hutton,The Greek Anthology in l ta ly to theYear 1800,
op.c i t . ,  pp.  55-73.

87.  See V7einberg,  A History of  L i terary Cr i t ic ism, op.c i t . ,  vol .  1,  pp.  185-187,399-401.
88. See A. Stergellis, Td. 64pooteip.ata tav 

'EA),4vav 
oroudaotrltv ro1 lTaverrtor4pbu

r4g IIa\opaE tdv 17o xai 78o ai6va, Athens 1970, pp. 46-52.
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crit ics (l ike Descartes) relied much on the the contribution of the humanisrs
in one way or another, and this is why these sti l l  deserve serious study. For
my present concerns, though, it is important to stress that, as the evidence
shows, Kottounios represented humanism as much as Zabarella, Cremonini,
or Campanella did, and that he served the humanist curriculum with success,
as several teachers also did even after him8e.

We see, then, that all three intellectuals I discussed above were deeply in-
volved in the thought-world of their contemporary humanism: they appear ro
be strongly committed to the principles of humanism and their intellectual
work was motivated by concerns and interests typical of humanists. Besides,
as has been seen, all three of them were well connected with contemporary
humanists and enjoyed their respect. The actual extent of their contribution
is not always easy to appreciate because there is sti l l  much work to be done.
Yet, from what we know, they appear to be among the protagonists. This is
strongly suggested by the editorial achievements of Portos and his succesful
career as a professor of Greek in Geneva, by Margounios' significant contri-
bution to editorial projects and contemporary theological discussions, and by
Kottounios' long and productive philosophical career in the University of
Padua.

From what I have said so far, it should now seem quite plausible that
some Greek intellectuals were in the forefront of European humanism in its
later stages. This picture can be considerably amplif ied since, apart from the
three figures I have examined above, several other Greeks, such as Devaris,
Denores, or Allatios, on close inspection may well appear to qualify as hu-
manists, but so far there has been very little effort to assess their activity and
work v is- i -v is that  of  other contemporary humanists,  Greeks and others
alike. As a result, their connections with other humanists have not been
clearly worked out or have not been fully appreciated. Very l itt le work, for
instance, has been done on Leonicos Thomaeus (d. 1531), who seems to have
had connections with several humanists and who was an important Ari-
stotelian scholar of his timeeo. Similarly there is sti l l  much to do in order to
appreciate the work of Iason Denores, the Cypriot scholar who was well
acquainted with Venetian humanist circles and had much in common with

89. The over lap of  the humanist  t radi t ion and the scient i f ic  spir i t  is  examined wel l  by A.
Grafton, "The new science and the traditions of humanis6', in Kraye (ed.l, The Cambridge
Companion to Renaissance Humanism, op.cit., pp. 203-223.

90. See D. Geanakoplos, "Ths career of the litt le-known Renaissance Greek scholar Nicholas
Leonicus Tomaeus and the ascendancy of Greco-Byzantine Aristotelianism at Padua university,,
Bu(avtwa 13.1 (1985) 357-371. Among other texts of  Thomaeus edi ted or land t ranslated into
Latin Aristotle's Parra Naturalia, De partibus Animalium and Ptolemy's. Inerrantium stellarum
significationes.
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other Greek humanists, such as his interest in ancient rhetorical handbooks, a
l ik ing for  the composi t ion of  epigrams in Greek and Lat in,  and a strong
philosophical orientation with a predilection for Aristotleer. To take the case
of Gerasimos Vlachos, Tatakis in his monograph makes no effort to place
Vlachos' work in the contemporary intellectual context or to relate it to the
work of other Greek scholars. Yet given Vlachos' philosophical interests and
his residence in Venice,  one wonders how much he knew of the work of
Corydaleus or of  Kottounios;  the exist ing evidence suggests that  he was
under the influence of bothe2. Tsourkas' work on Corydaleus, on the other
hand,  does  indeed d iscuss  h im as  par t  o f  h is  contemporary  Paduan
Aristotel ianism, but i t  does not deal  wi th the relat ionship between Cory-
daleus and Kottounios,  who, as I  have said,  co-existed for some t ime in
Paduaes.

Quest ions of  th is k ind have not been addressed ser iously so far ,  s ince
scholars focus on speci f ic  aspects of  the intel lectual  contr ibut ion of  huma-
nists,  but  c lear ly are crucial  for  determining whether a current of  Greek
humanism existed in the late Renaissance. For al l  we know, though, many
Greek humanists in the 15th century had connections with each other and in-
fluenced each other. We know, for instance, that many of the alumni of the
Greek Col lege in Rome were in contact  wi th each other and that Sof ianos,
who was one of them, was systematically trying to correspond with those of
his generation. Margounios also kept up his good contact with a number of
Greek churchmen and humanists and asked for their  advice.  So a com-
municat ion network between Greek humanists plainly existed, but we st i l l
lack many pieces of the j iqsaw to construct a clear picture of exactly how far
this network of  Greek humanists extended and whether they make up a
distinct current.

Yet it seems to me that one way to approach such a question is to ask our-
selves whether Greek humanists could be characterrzed by some common in-
tellectual features. This approach is quite typical of the scholarship on hu-
manism. I f  we are to ta lk of  the humanism in the Low Countr ies,  for  in-
stance, we have in mind certain characteristic features l ike an emphasis on the

91. On Iason Denores see Weinberg,  A History of  L i terary Cr i t ic ism, op.c i t . ,  vol .  1,  pp.26-
28 ,316-319 ,62 I -626 ,  vo l .  2 ,  pp .  672-676 ,786-790 ,  1075-1085 ,  N .  Panag io tak i s ,  . ' l ao< , . r v
Aevopeq: Kr lnpuog 0eoplrrxog rou Bearpou (c.  1510-1590) ' ,  Apmdv4 3 (1985) 50-87,  Hoi ton,

"Kr inpog xat  Kpl t lxr l  avaydvvr lor l , ,  op.c i t . ,  pp.  22I-223,232-235. Denores'  t reat ises,  such as
those on Aristotle's rhetoric and cosmology, have attacted litt le attention so far.

92.  See Papadopoulos,  H Neoe. l , )4vu4 @t)oooEta,  op.c i t . ,  pp.224-225.
93.  More recent  surveys,  such as that  by Papadopoulos,  op.c i t . ,  do not  d iscuss how the two

men were connected and how their  phi losophies compare.
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philological examination of the Bibleea, while French humanism seems to be
characterized by a hosti l i ty to some forms of thought and art emanating from
Italy and a greater sense of continuation with the Middle Age5rs. Now, given
that Greek humanists l ived in di f ferent places in Europe and, as we have
seen, tended to adjust to specific trends and requirements of their environ-
ment, one wonders whether these intellectuals could be characterized by any
such common features,  and could then be seen as const i tut ing a def in i te
movement within European humanism.

I would l ike to argue that some such features indeed characterrze Greek
humanists,  despi te their  adherence to regional  var iants of  humanism. One
such feature is a common concern for their contemporary Greek culture. This
concern appears to take two main forms. First, Greek humanists show a con-
cern for their contemporary Greek language and have views on it. Nfe should
not expect them to agree on this. Several, l ike Portos for instance, f ind the
vernacular inferior to the ancient language and emphasize the need to return
to the latter. Portos, we learn, gave lectures in Ferrara in 1554 as a member
of the Academy of Filareti stressing the importance of the Greek languagee6,
and we know that he opposed Erasmus' views on the pronunciation of Greek
and presumably also of  Lat in.  Yet Portos'  v iews were chal lenged. Nikolaos
Sofianos, for example, upheld that demotic Greek is to be used freely by the
Greek  peop le ,  a l though i t  shou ld  be  po l i shed and enr iched.  He thus
undertook a project  of  t ranslat ing ancient words and some ancient Greek
treat ises into demotic Greek, and he also wrote a Grammar of  modern
GreekeT. Antonios Eparchos and Alexandros Noukios seem to agree largely
with Sofianos in this respectes. Margounios, Pegas, and Kritopoulos took a
similar position. They valued the ancient language and wrote in it, but also
wanted to enr ich the vernacular one, and for th is reason they translated

94. See J.  Cameron,  "Humanism in the Low Count1ls5",  in A.  Goodman & A. Mackay (eds),
The Impact of Humanism on Western Europe, London - New York 1990, pp. 137-163.

95.  See J.-C.  Margol in,  "Humanism in France",  in The Impact  of  Humanism on Western
Europe, op.c i t . ,  pp.  165-201.

96. See Manoussakas & Panagiotakis, "'H gctrolrerappu0puotrxii 6pdo1 roD Opayxioxou
floprou". op.cit., 42.

97. On the career and the work of Sofianos see Layton, The Sixteenth Century Greek Book in
Italy, op.cir., pp. 460-4TI,Papadopoulos, H Neo*),4vtfi7 @t)ooorpta, op.cit., pp. 51-63, and
especially Th. Papadopoulos (ed.), Ncxoi dou \oEmvo| f papp.auxil t4E Kow4E tdtv 
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xcrrd tbv 16o cr iarva (1540-1550)" , 'E) .A4vtxd 27 (1974) 50-78,  esp.  52-,53,  68-73,  and K.  Th.
Dimaras, 
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NeoeA)4vu4 @t)ooog[a,  op.c i t . ,  pp.  83-95.  On Eparchos see the study of  E.  Giotopoulou-
Sisil ianou, Avravrcg o'ErcapyoE.'EvaE KepxupaioE ouydlLornE rou ILT' auiva, Athens 1978.
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several ecclesiastical works into the vernacular or wrote sermons in itee.
Further, Greek humanists share a common interest in transmitting some

European ideas to their compatriots in the belief that this would be beneficial
for them. This tendency becomes quite clear when it comes to religious mat-
ters. Margounios, as I have said above, was very close to Catholic dogma,
Eparchos took similar position, Kottounios and Allatios, l ike several other
Greeks before them, converted to Catholicism, while Portos, Sofianos and
Kritopoulos adopted Protestant views. Greek theologians often look on such
cases with some contempt. But this is a mistake. The reasons underlying the
sympathies of Greek humanists with Catholic or Protestant doctrine are pre-
sumably to be found in the new approach of humanists to the study of the
Bible and the early church. We must also remember that Greek humanists
were invited to take sides in the contemporary theological debates between
Catholics and Protestants. Characteristic is the case of Margounios who has
an elaborate argument about the Holy Spirit. His study of the early Latin
Fathers l ike Ambrose, Augustine, and Jerome convinced him that at that stage
there were no actual differences between the two Churches regarding the
Holy Spirit; the differences, he argued, arose later out of misunderstandings
in the subsequent tradition and to him seemed bridgeable, because, in his
view, the ear ly Chr ist ian Fathers had dist inguished between the eternal
procession of  the Holy Spir i t  through the Father and the temporal  one
through the Son. I oversimplify Margounios' elaborate argument here, but
one of his main points was that his contemporary Greeks actually ignored the
Latin tradition and that the doctrinal differences they stressed were not as
strong as they appearedt00. l1 would seem, then, that it is for this reason that
Margounios bequeathed his l ibrary, which consisted mainly of Latin classics
and works of the Latin Church fathers primarily to the Monastery of Iviron
on Mount Athos but also to other Greek Orthodox monasteries, that is
because he clearly wanted the Greek Orthodox monks to come in contact
with the Latin theological tradition which all European theologians knew bur

99. Margounios, for instance, translated lifes of saints in the vernacular (Legrand, op.cit.,
XVII sidcle, vol. 2, p. 47).See also Kornoutos (ed.), Adyor, qE Toupxoxpatiaq, vol. A', pp.
299-310, G. Kechagioglou (ed.), H flaAabtepq [Te(oypagfu pag, vol. 81, Athens 1999, pp.
385-385, and Layton,Tbe Sixteenth Century Greek Book in ltaly, op.cir., pp. 421-423.

100. Maximos expresses his v iew clear ly in h is let ter  to the counci l  of  Constant inople,  in P.
Enepekides, Xp4otoltavoE, BmiAaE, [rarcadcapavt4q, 'ErcoroAai 
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Ko94pav,  Athens 1970, let ter  21,  pp.  246-255. His posi t ion becomes c learer in
several other letters to clergymen, especially to Severus, and in his letter to the Holy Synod. See
Fedal to,  Massimo, op.c i t . ,  pp.64-65.  For a l is t  of  Margounios 'Lat in books see in Geanakoplos,
Byzant ine East  and Lat inWest,  op.c i t . ,  pp.  183-190.
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the Greeks basically ignoredr0r. Margounios' idea was apparently that only
after a careful study of the entire early Christian tradition one can one come
to a conclusion about how things really stood, an idea which fits well with
the humanistic way of thinking. As regards those who sympathized with
Protestantism, again they did not want to sacrif ice the Orthodox faith but
rather to reconcile it with some Protestant views. Kritopoulos, who studied
in Oxford, argued quite strongly for this. Here is not the place to discuss this
issue, but perhaps one reason behind such sympathies with Protestantism was
the Protestant idea of returning to the original text of the Bible. This must
have exerted considerable attraction to a philologist l ike Portos. But of course
anyone's sympathy wi th Protestant doctr ine at  the t ime must have had
something to do with one's views on rhe Catholic Church.

Religion was not the only field in which Greek humanists tried to en-
lighten their compatriots. They also showed quite a strong concern to raise
the level of education among their contemporary Greeks. Clearly it is such a
motivation that l ies behind the efforts of Sofianos to translate ancient vocabu-
lary into the vernacular and compose the latter's grammar, behind the trans-
lations of ecclesiastical l i terature by Margounios and Pigas and their writ ing
of sermons in demotic Greek, behind the foundation of a college specifically
for young expatriate Greeks by Kottounios, or behind the compilation of
dictionaries of Greek and Latin, or of Greek, Latin and Italian by Portos and
Vlachos. But there is even clearer evidence about this. Many Greek humanists
express openly and frequent ly their  concerns for the cul ture of  their
compatriots in their letters or prefaces. To the above mentioned we should
add the names of  Korydaleus and Eparchosr02. This at t i tude of  Greek
humanists seems to be distinct and characteristic of their spirit.

There is also another sense in which one can speak of a distinct current of
Greek humanism, namely in terms of the origins of most Greek humanists. It
is not accidental that most of those who are active in Europe in the 16th and
early 17th centuries came from Crete and to a lesser exrent from Cyprus,
both of which were under Venetian rule. To take the case of Cretans, those
from well-off families in particular received a very good education from an
early age. They had private tutors in Greek and Latin and were trained ac-
cording to the humanist ideals in 

'Western 
Europe. Besides, in Crete there

101. From his let ters i t  emerges that  Margounios deplored the ignorance of  Greek people
and sought to cure this situation. See briefly Knos, L'Hrstoire de la l ittdrature ndo-grecque, op.cit.,
pp.285-286.

102. see Papadopoulos, Fl NeoelA4vu4 QAooogia, op.cir., p. r2l, Legrand, op.cit., XVI-
XVII  s idcles '  vol .  1,  pp.  CCXI-CCXXVII ,  & 277-281, Giotopoulou-Sis i l ianou,  Avt t ivLog o'ErapXog, 

op.c i t . ,  pp.  189-194, 239-253.
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were several very active humanist circles with important activity, the Acade-
mies, which were quite widespread in Renaissance ltalyr03. The studies of the
late Professor Panagiotakis have shown that rhetorical contests comparable
with those in Western Europe of ten took place therer0a. Many Cretan
humanists, l ike Margounios, for instance, had close ties with these Academies
throughout their l ives and were honoured by them. It would be interesting to
know in detail to what extent Cretan humanists were in contact with each
other abroad and with other European humanists, and to what extent they
had similar intellectual concerns.

Clearly at the moment we are not able to determine whether a definite
current or a school of Greek humanism existed within European hurnanism,
but from what I have said above some conclusions seem to emerge. The first
is that we are not dealing with some occasional and isolated Greek humanists
but rather with a group of them. Secondly, and quite importantly, the con-
cerns of these figures suggest that they share a common cultural identity. This
evidence might be useful in addressing our earlier question about the Greek
identity of these individuals. If we believe, as I tend to, that national identit ies
are primarily cultural, concerns of that kind are quite important and show a
good way to approach the whole question. Finally, such common concerns
suggest that Greek humanists may well form a particular component within
European humanism, that  is a current wi th certain common character isr ics
which admittedly need to be further specified.

The best way to do this is to study Greek humanists properly, that is, not
only thoroughly and systematically, but more especially from the right angle.
This involves studying their various activit ies not only separately, that is, in
the relevant sections of histories of theologyt05, l i terature, philosophyl06, or
educationl0T, 4s has been done so far, but also together, exactly because the
motive force behind all of them is the same, that is, the humanist ideal. This
is the way European humanists l ike Val la108, Erasmusr0e, Buderr0,  Scal iger l r r ,

103. On the Italian Academies see briefly Wilson, From Byzantium to ltaly, op.cit, pp. 54-
55, and more fully Panagiotakis (see next footnote).

104. See N. Panagiotakis, "Nda ororlela yr& riiv Axa6r'1picr trirv Stravaganti", in The-
saurismata 7 (1970) 52-81 (repr. in 
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pder4pata,  I rakl io 1989, pp.  112-138).
105. Cf. Podskalsky, Die griechische Theologie in der Zeit derTilrkenherrschaft, op.cir.
106. Cf. Papadopoulos, H NeoeAA4vu4 @tAooog[a, op.cit.
107. Cf. Tsirpanlis, Oi Maxe66veg oroudaotiE rott EAT4vuott KoAAeybu Pcip4q xai i1

6pao4 touE odTv'EA)dda xai ody'IraAia, op.cit.
108. See, for instance, S. Camporeale, Lorenzo Valla: umanesimo e teologi4 Florence 1972.
109. For instance, by Lisa Jardine, Erasmus. Man of Letters: The Construction of Chdrisma in

Pr int ,Pr inceton 1993.
110. See J.  Bohatec,  Budd and Caluin:  Studien zur Gedankenwelt  des f ranzi ts ischen
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Casaubonr12, and others have been studied for years.  Such a study of  the
second and third wave of  Greek humanists qui te crucial ly involves the
examination of their work and their ideas in comparison with that of their
contemporary western and central European humanists, whose work, as has
been seen, they clearly know, address, crit icize, or approve. Only then wil l i t
be fully appreciated why these figures take the views they do, why they are
interested in cosmology and the human soul, why they are so much involved
in theological debates, and why they become engaged in activit ies such as the
writing of commentaries on Aristotle, the composition of epigrams in classi-
cal Greek and Latin, or the compilation of dictionaries. It is exactly this kind
of approach which wil l enable us to understand fully their intellectual profi le
and their place in cultural history and thus assess correctly their work and
their contribution to the Greek and European culture.
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Frilhhumanismus, Graz 1 950.
111. See Anthony Grafton, Joseph Scaliger, vols. I-l l, Oxford 1983-1993.
I 12. See Marc Pattis on, lsaac Casaubon, op.cit.


